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1 Introduction

There is a large and growing literature on the impact of peer effects through social network.1

However eliciting network data is expensive (Breza et al., 2017), and since networks have to

be entirely sampled (Chandrasekhar and Lewis, 2011), the few existing datasets are limited to

small populations such as schools (e.g. Calvó-Armengol et al. (2009)) or small villages (e.g.

Banerjee et al. (2013)).

In this paper, we explore the estimation of the widely used linear-in-means model (e.g.

Manski (1993), Bramoullé et al. (2009)) when the researcher does not observe the entire network

structure. Specifically, we assume that the researcher knows the distribution of the network ,

but not necessarily the network itself. An important example is when the researcher is able to

estimate a network formation model using some partial information about the network structure

(e.g. Breza et al. (2017)). Another example is when the researcher observes the network with

noise (e.g. Hardy et al. (2019)) or only observes a sub-sample of the network (e.g. Chandrasekhar

and Lewis (2011)).

We present an instrumental variable estimator and show that we can adapt the instrumental

strategy proposed by Bramoullé et al. (2009). Specifically, we describe how to construct valid

instruments using simulated networks under the assumed network distribution. We explore the

properties of the estimator using Monte Carlo simulations. We show that the method performs

well, even when the distribution of the network is diffuse, and when we allow for group-level

fixed effects.

We also present a likelihood-based model, estimated using a Bayesian approach.2 This

estimator is general enough so that it can be applied to many models of peer effects. The

approach relies on data augmentation (Tanner and Wong, 1987). The assumed distribution for

the network acts a prior distribution and is updated through the Markov Chain Monte Carlo

(MCMC) algorithm.

We present an implementation of our instrumental variable estimator using the network

formation model developed by Breza et al. (2017). We show that the method performs rela-

tively well, but that the model inevitably produces some small sample biases. We discuss some

potential avenues for addressing those issues.

We also explore the impact of errors in the observed networks using data on adolescents
1For recent reviews, see Boucher and Fortin (2015), Breza (2015) or De Paula (2017).
2We also provide a classical version of the estimator (using an Expectation Maximisation algorithm) in

Appendix, which is similar to the strategies used by Griffith (2018) and Hardy et al. (2019).
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friendship networks. Specifically, we estimate a model of peer effects on adolescents BMI. We

show that our Bayesian estimator allows to reconstruct missing links and obtain a valid estimate

of peer effects. In particular, we show that when the number of missing links is moderate, the

likelihood function imposes enough structure so that missing links barely affect the magnitude

of the estimated peer effect.

This paper contributes to the large literature on the estimation of peer effects through social

networks (e.g. Bramoullé et al. (2009), Lee et al. (2010)). Most of the literature has focused on

the properties (importantly, identification and efficiency) of estimators for the linear-in-means

model, or spatial autoregressive (SAR) model, and their generalizations (see Boucher and Fortin

(2015) and De Paula (2017) for recent reviews). An important strand of this literature has

focused on the importance of controlling for the endogeneity of social networks (e.g. Goldsmith-

Pinkham and Imbens (2013), Hsieh et al. (2019), Qu and Lee (2015), Boucher (2016)).

More specifically, this paper contributes to the recent literature on the estimation of peer

effects when the network is either not entirely observed, or observed with noise. Chandrasekhar

and Lewis (2011) show that models estimated using sampled networks are generally biased.

They propose an analytical correction as well as a two-step GMM estimator. Hardy et al.

(2019) look at the estimation of (discrete) treatment effects when the network is noisily observed.

Specifically, they assume that observed links are affected by iid errors and present an Expectation

Maximization algorithm that allows for a consistent estimate of the treatment effect. Griffith

(2018) also presents an Expectation Maximization algorithm in order to impute missing network

data. Griffith (2019) explores the impact of imposing an upper-bound on the number of links

when eliciting network data. He shows, analytically and through simulations, that those bounds

may significantly bias the estimates.

Relatedly, De Paula et al. (2018) and Manresa (2016) present models of peer effect with

unknown network structure using panel data. Both approach require observing a large number

of period and some degree of sparsity for the interaction network. Specifically, De Paula et al.

(2018) prove a global identification result and estimate their model using Adaptive Elastic Net

estimator, while Manresa (2016) uses a Lasso estimator under the assumption of no endogenous

effect and derives its explicit asymptotic properties.

We contribute to the literature by proposing two estimators for the linear-in-means model,

in a cross-sectional setting, when the econometrician does not know the true social network,

but rather knows the distribution of true network. We also present important examples where

this assumption holds, in particular when network formation models can be estimated given
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only limited network information (e.g. Breza et al. (2017)) or when networks are imperfectly

measured (e.g. Auerbach (2019), Hardy et al. (2019)).

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we present the econometric

model as well as the main assumptions. In Section 3, we present an instrumental variable esti-

mator. In Section 4, we present a likelihood-based estimator as well as our Bayesian estimation

strategy. In section 5, we present two important economic contexts in which our method is

implementable. We conclude in Section 6 by a discussion of the main results, limits, as well as

the challenges for future research.

2 The Linear-in-Means Model

2.1 Notation

The network structure is represented by a set of directed links aij ∈ {0, 1}, where aij = 1 if i is

linked to j. We let ni =
∑
j

aij be the number of links that i has.

We make the distinction between the observed value of some variable w, and the constructed

value of this variable wc, which is a estimator of w, i.e. wc = w + η, where η a random error.3

We use wc, wc1, wc2, ... to represent different independent constructions of w (i.e. iid draws from

the distribution of w). This notation extends to vectors and matrices, which are represented

by bold characters (lower-case for vectors and upper-case for matrices). We denote G = f(A)

the n× n matrix of social interaction for some function f . Unless otherwise stated, we assume

that G is a row-normalization of the adjacency matrix A. Our results extend to alternative

specifications of f .

2.2 The Model

We focus on the following model:

y = Xβ + αGy + GXγ + ε (1)

This linear-in-means model (Manski, 1993) is perhaps the most widely used model for studying

peer effects in networks (see De Paula (2017) and Boucher and Fortin (2015) for recent reviews).
3We use “constructed variable” instead of “proxy” since the variable is explicitly constructed by the researcher.

See Section 3 for details.
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As discussed in the introduction, we show that it is possible to estimate (1) given only partial

information on the network structure. To understand the intuition, note that it is not necessary

to observe the complete network structure in order to observe: y, X, GX and Gy. For example,

one could simply obtain Gy from survey data: “What is the average value your friends’ y?”.

However, the observation of y, X, GX and Gy is not sufficient for the estimation of (1). The

reason is that Gy is endogeneous, so a simple linear regression would produce biased estimates.

(e.g. Manski (1993), Bramoullé et al. (2009)).

The typical instrumental approach to deal with this endogeneity is to use instruments based

on the structural model, namely constructed variables based on second degree peers (e.g. G2X,

see Bramoullé et al. (2009)). Those are less likely to be found in survey data. Indeed, we could

doubt the informativeness of questions such as: “What is the average value of your friends’

average value of their friends’ x?”. Accordingly, those instruments are usually constructed using

the information provided by the network structure.

Under the assumption that the network is observed, the literature has mostly focused on

efficiency: that is, how to construct the optimal set of instruments (e.g. Kelejian and Prucha

(1998) or Lee et al. (2010)). In this paper, we are interested in a different question. Specifically,

we would like to understand how much information on the network structure is needed in order

to construct relatively “good” instruments for Gy? 4 As we will discuss, it turns out that even

very imprecise estimates of G allow to construct valid instruments.

We now formalize our notion of partial network information.

Assumption 1 (Main Assumption). We assume that the econometrician knows the distribution

P (A) of the true network A, or that they have sufficient information on A so that P (A) can

be consistently estimated.

Of course, knowledge of P (A) is sufficient for P (G), since G = f(A) for some known function

f . We argue that Assumption 1 is weaker than assuming that the econometrician observes the

entire network structure. In Section 5, we discuss some important examples where Assumption

1 is reasonable for important economic contexts. Also, strictly speaking, note that assuming

that the econometrician observes the true network is equivalent to assuming that P (A) has a

(known) degenerated distribution, so Assumption 1 is weaker.

As it will be clear, our estimation strategy requires the econometrician to be able to draw

iid samples from P (A). As such, and for simplicity, all of our examples will be based on net-
4We also propose a likelihood-based estimator, see Section 4.
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work distributions that are conditionally independent across links, although this is not formally

required.5

We also make the following convenient assumption.

Assumption 2 (Many Markets Asymptotics). The population is partitioned in m > 1 groups

where the size nr of each group r = 1, ...,m is bounded. The probability of a link between

individuals of different groups is assumed to be 0.

Most of our results hold under weaker conditions. However, Assumption 2 is a convenient

way to ensure a Law of Large Numbers (LLN) in our context. It also ensures that the model is

well defined (e.g. such that G is bounded in row sums in absolute value, see Lee (2004) or Lee

et al. (2010)). It also ensures that, for the baseline model, where the network structure is fully

observed, G2X are good instruments.

In Section 3 and 4, we present valid estimators for (1) given Assumptions 1 and 2. We

also study their properties using Monte Carlo simulations. In the next section, we discuss our

simulation framework.

2.3 Monte Carlo Framework

We will study the properties of our estimators using Monte Carlo simulations. Unless otherwise

stated, those simulations are performed as follows: we simulate 100 groups of 50 individuals

each. Within each group each link ij is drawn from a Bernoulli distribution with probability:

pij =
exp{cij/λ}

1 + exp{cij/λ}
, (2)

where cij ∼ N(0, 1), and λ > 0.

This approach is convenient since it allow for some heterogeneity among linking probabilities.

Moreover, λ allows to easily control the spread of the distribution, and hence the quality of the

approximation of the true network.6 Indeed, when λ → 0, pij → 1 whenever cij > 0, while

pij → 0 whenever cij < 0. Similarly, as λ → ∞, pij → 1/2. Then, simulations are very precise

for λ→ 0 and very imprecise (and homogeneous) for λ→∞.

We also let X = [1,x1,x2], where x1i ∼ N(0, 52) and x2i ∼ Poisson(6). We set the true value

of the parameters to: α = 0.4, β0 = 2, β1 = 1, β2 = 1.5, γ1 = 5 and γ2 = −3. Finally, we let

εi ∼ N(0, 1).
5A prime example of a network distribution that is not conditionally independent is the distribution for an

Exponential Random Graph Model (ERGM), e.g. Mele (2017). See also our discussion in Section 6.
6The true network and the approximations are drawn from the same distribution.
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3 Estimation using Instrumental Variables

In order to clearly expose the argument, we first start by discussing the special case where there

are no contextual effects: γ = 0. The model in (1) can therefore be rewritten as:

y = Xβ + αGy + ε

Suppose first that Gy is directly observed from the data, and let GcX be the instruments

constructed using a draw Gc from the distribution of the true interaction matrix P (G). Then,

clearly, GcX is a valid instrument for Gy. Indeed, it is correlated with the endogeneous variable,

and not correlated with the error term. Note also that instruments involving powers of Gc such

as (Gc)2X are also valid. (Bramoullé et al., 2009)

Things are however different when Gy is not directly observed. If one replaces Gy by the

proxy variable Gcy, then GcX, (Gc)2X... are no longer valid instruments. To see why, lets

rewrite the model as:

y = Xβ + αGcy + [η + ε]

where η = α[Gy −Gcy] is the approximation error for Gy.

Importantly, since the population is partitioned into bounded groups, the approximation

error generally does not vanish asymptotically. Then, one can easily see that GcX is not a

valid instrument since the correlation between GcX and Gcy is generally different than the

correlation between GcX and Gy.

This can be resolved as follows. Let Gc1X, (Gc1)2X... be instruments constructed using

another draw (i.e. Gc1) from the distribution P (G). One can see that those are valid instru-

ments since G, Gc and Gc1 are three independent draws from the same distribution. Then,

asymptotically, the correlation between Gc1y and Gcy is exactly the same as the correlation

between Gc1y and Gy. In other words, the correlation with the approximation error vanishes

asymptotically.

Table 1 present the results of the Monte Carlo simulations, which are in line with the above

discussion. Figure 1 shows that the estimator is still centered and precise, even when the

constructed networks are really imprecise estimates of the true network. Finally, note that this

also implies a non-intuitive property: if γ = 0 and if GX is observed, but not Gy, then GX is

not a valid instrument.

Of course, the above discussion assumes that there are no contextual effects. We show that
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Table 1: Simulation Results without contextual effects (1).

Statistic Mean St. Dev. Pctl(25) Median Pctl(75)

N = 50, M = 100 - Gy is Observed

Estimation Results

Intercept = 2 2.000 0.237 1.837 2.001 2.154
α = 0.4 0.400 0.013 0.392 0.400 0.409
β1 = 1 1.000 0.003 0.998 1.000 1.002
β2 = 1.5 1.500 0.006 1.496 1.500 1.504

Tests

F-test 1,829.488 286.078 1,627.707 1,829.488 3,061.950
Hausman 1.181 1.654 0.115 0.545 1.609
Sargan 0.998 1.343 0.091 0.436 1.319

N = 50, M = 100 - Gy is not observed - same draw

Estimation Results

Intercept = 2 4.346 0.284 3.570 4.330 4.548
α = 0.4 0.271 0.015 0.261 0.272 0.282
β1 = 1 1.002 0.003 1.000 1.002 1.004
β2 = 1.5 1.503 0.006 1.499 1.502 1.507

Tests

F-test 26,747.862 2,049.586 25,338.614 26,753.384 28,139.256
Hausman 244.984 35.356 220.905 244.745 268.747
Sargan 1.865 2.607 0.176 0.875 2.403

Validity

cor(ηi, x̂i,1) −0.367 0.018 −0.379 −0.366 −0.354
cor(ηi, x̂i,2) −0.270 0.017 −0.281 −0.269 −0.258

N = 50, M = 100 - Gy is not observed - different draws

Estimation Results

Intercept = 2 1.995 0.259 1.821 1.997 2.159
α = 0.4 0.400 0.014 0.392 0.400 0.409
β1 = 1 1.000 0.003 0.998 1.000 1.002
β2 = 1.5 1.500 0.006 1.496 1.500 1.504

Tests

F-test 1,834.091 284.271 1,637.449 1,815.768 2,023.745
Hausman 71.023 17.460 58.701 69.735 82.085
Sargan 0.963 1.305 0.098 0.455 1.308

Validity

cor(ηi, x̂i,1) 0.009 0.015 −0.009 0.000 0.010
cor(ηi, x̂i,2) 0.000 0.014 −0.010 −0.001 0.010

This table presents the simulation results for 1000 replications of the model without contextual effects where
the network precision parameter λ is set to 1. The instruments used are: GX if Gy is observed, GcX if Gy is
not observed and approximated by Gcy. Note that in different draws panel, different draws of Gc are used to
compute Gcy and GcX. 8



Table 2: Simulation Results without contextual effects (2).

Statistic Mean St. Dev. Pctl(25) Median Pctl(75)

N = 50, M = 100 - Gy is Observed

Estimation Results

Intercept = 2 2.000 0.184 1.874 1.983 2.113
α = 0.4 0.400 0.010 0.394 0.401 0.408
β1 = 1 1.000 0.003 0.998 1.000 1.002
β2 = 1.5 1.500 0.006 1.496 1.500 1.504

Tests

F-test 2,799.075 427.300 2,509.072 2,767.793 3,094.178
Hausman 1.635 2.180 0.176 0.778 2.205
Sargan 3.002 2.377 1.258 2.473 4.153

N = 50, M = 100 - Gy is not observed - same draw

Estimation Results

Intercept = 2 3.715 0.271 3.526 3.702 3.893
α = 0.4 0.306 0.014 0.296 0.306 0.316
β1 = 1 1.001 0.003 0.999 1.001 1.003
β2 = 1.5 1.502 0.006 1.498 1.502 1.506

Tests

F-test 38,994.990 5,721.621 35,146.183 38,543.222 42,650.813
Hausman 20.321 11.939 12.094 18.209 26.817
Sargan 249.886 32.184 227.151 249.516 271.536

Validity

cor(ηi, ˆ̂xi,1) 0.000 0.014 −0.010 0.000 0.009
cor(ηi, ˆ̂xi,2) −0.001 0.014 −0.010 0.000 0.009

N = 50, M = 100 - Gy is not observed - different draws

Estimation Results

Intercept = 2 1.998 0.202 1.858 1.991 2.133
α = 0.4 0.400 0.011 0.393 0.400 0.407
β1 = 1 1.000 0.003 0.998 1.000 1.002
β2 = 1.5 1.500 0.006 1.496 1.500 1.505

Tests

F-test 2,815.543 422.024 2,515.965 2,780.857 3,107.564
Hausman 222.054 35.752 197.121 222.140 245.541
Sargan 2.950 2.405 1.257 2.299 4.072

Validity

cor(ηi, ˆ̂xi,1) 0.000 0.014 −0.010 0.000 0.009
cor(ηi, ˆ̂xi,2) −0.001 0.014 −0.010 0.000 0.009

This Table uses the same parameterization as for Table (1). The instruments are
{

(Gc)kX, k = 1, 2
}
. In different

draws panel, different draws of Gc are used to compute Gcy and
{

(Gc)kX, k = 1, 2
}

and Gy is approximated
by Gcy. 9



Figure 1: Peer effect without contextual effects
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The graph shows estimates of α for 1000 replications of the model without contextual effects for various values of λ.
The upper x-axis reports the average correlation between two independent network draws using the distribution
given by the equation (2).

a similar result holds when γ 6= 0. However, in order to estimate (5) using an instrumental

variable approach, we need to assume that GX is observed. The reason is that there are no

natural instruments for GX. In Section 4, we present an alternative estimation strategy which

does not require the observation of GX.

For the remaining of this section, we therefore assume that GX is observed while Gy is

not.7 We need to introduce the following expanded model :

y = Xβ + αGcy + GXγ + GcXγ̂ + η + ε

where, the true value of γ̂ is 0.

In order to understand why the introduction of GcXγ̂ is needed, recall that the constructed

instrument needs to be uncorrelated with the approximation error η. This correlation is condi-

tional on the explanatory variables, which contain G. This implies that:

corr(Gc1X,η|X,GX) = corr(Gc1X, α[Gy −Gcy]|X,GX) 6= 0.

When γ = 0, the dependence on GX disappears, and the correlation is null. However, when

γ 6= 0, the dependence on GX introduces differences in the correlation structure. Adding the
7If Gy is observed, then one can easily show that (Gc)2X, (Gc)3X... are valid instruments.
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auxiliary variable GcX restores the result, as we get:

corr(Gc1X, α[Gy −Gcy]|X,GX,GcX) = 0.

This implies that for the expanded model, (Gc1)2X, (Gc1)3X... are valid instruments. Table

3 present the simulations’ results. We see that most of the estimated parameters are not biased.

However, we also see that estimating the expanded model, instead of the true one, comes at a

cost. Due to multicolinearity, the estimation of γ is contaminated by GcX and the parameters

are biased. Figure 3 also shows that the estimation for α remain precise, even as the value for

λ increases.

We conclude this section by discussing how one can adapt this estimation strategy while

allowing for group-level unobservables.

Figure 2: Peer effect with contextual effects
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The graph shows estimates of α for 1000 replications of the model with contextual effects for various values of λ.
The upper x-axis reports the average correlation between two independent network draws using the distribution
given by the equation (2).

3.1 Group-Level Unobservables

Let J = diag{Inr −
1

nr
11′}r be the group-differentiating matrix.8 We can rewrite:

Jy = JXβ + αJGy + JGXγ + Jε

8Then Jw gives w minus the group average of w.
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Table 3: Simulation Results with contextual effects.

Statistic Mean St. Dev. Pctl(25) Median Pctl(75)

N = 50, M = 100 - Instrument: (Gc)2X - Gy is observed

Estimation Results

Intercept = 2 1.990 0.178 1.870 1.985 2.111
α = 0.4 0.400 0.003 0.398 0.400 0.402
β1 = 1 1.000 0.003 0.998 1.000 1.002
β2 = 1.5 1.500 0.006 1.497 1.500 1.504
γ1 = 5 5.000 0.022 4.985 5.000 5.014
γ2 = −3 −2.998 0.029 −3.018 −2.997 −2.980

Tests

F-test 18,375.970 2,018.096 16,858.555 18,297.981 19,701.565
Hausman 1.327 1.825 0.124 0.595 1.840
Sargan 1.058 1.469 0.115 0.469 1.485

N = 50, M = 100 - Instrument: (Gc′)2X - Gy is not observed

Estimation Results

Intercept = 2 1.986 0.212 1.847 1.992 2.122
α = 0.4 0.400 0.004 0.397 0.400 0.403
β1 = 1 1.000 0.003 0.998 1.000 1.002
β2 = 1.5 1.500 0.006 1.496 1.500 1.504
γ1 = 5 5.356 0.022 5.341 5.356 5.371
γ2 = −3 −2.380 0.039 −2.405 −2.380 −2.354
γ̂1 = 0 −0.356 0.023 −0.372 −0.356 −0.341
γ̂2 = 0 −0.617 0.040 −0.643 −0.617 −0.590

Tests

F-test 13,635.992 1,367.408 12,676.181 13,562.902 14,535.303
Hausman 17.735 8.994 11.004 16.785 23.023
Sargan 1.035 1.529 0.097 0.489 1.333

This table presents simulation results for 1000 replications of the expended model where GX is observed and
the network precision parameter λ is set to 1.
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and, for the extended model:

Jy = JXβ + αJGy + JGXγ + JGcXγ̂ + Jε

Note that the analysis extends directly to those models. Table 4 shows that, indeed, the es-

timation performs well. However, the loss of information can be large, as shown in Figure 3.

Indeed, as λ increases, not only the correlation between the true network and the constructed

network decreases, but the linking probabilities become homogeneous. Then, it becomes hard

to distinguish between the (almost uniform) network effects and the group effects. In practice,

we therefore expect our approach to perform well when the distribution of the true network

exhibits heterogeneous linking probabilities.

We now discuss the general case, where GX is unobserved.

Figure 3: Peer effect with fixed effects
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The graph shows α estimates for 1000 replications of the model with fixed effects for various values of λ. The
above x-axis reports the average correlation between two independent draws of graphs from the distribution given
by the equation (2).

4 A General Estimator

The approach developed in the previous section assumes that GX are observed. When they are

not, the instrumental variable estimators fail. We therefore present likelihood-based estimator.
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Table 4: Simulation Results with sub-population unobserved fixed effects.

Statistic Mean St. Dev. Pctl(25) Median Pctl(75)

N = 50, M = 100 - Instrument: J(Gc)2X - ŷ is observed

Estimation Results

α = 0.4 0.439 1.739 -0.136 0.410 0.964
β1 = 1 1.000 0.006 0.998 1.000 1.003
β2 = 1.5 1.500 0.010 1.496 1.500 1.504
γ1 = 5 4.970 1.372 4.565 4.992 5.421
γ2 = −3 -3.064 2.743 -3.918 -3.021 -2.146

Tests

F-test 2.831 2.300 1.051 2.331 4.057
Hausman 0.988 1.351 0.109 0.434 1.362
Sargan 0.828 1.180 0.083 0.340 1.055

N = 50, M = 100 - Instrument: J(Gc′)2X - ŷ is not observed

Estimation Results

α = 0.4 0.337 1.315 -0.212 0.322 0.858
β1 = 1 1.000 0.005 0.997 1.000 1.002
β2 = 1.5 1.500 0.008 1.496 1.500 1.505
γ1 = 5 5.349 0.144 5.288 5.347 5.406
γ2 = −3 −2.377 0.079 −2.418 −2.374 −2.335
γ̂1 = 0 −0.300 1.170 −0.766 −0.285 0.196
γ̂2 = 0 −0.521 2.046 −1.301 −0.502 0.333

Tests

F-test 2.925 2.253 1.263 2.417 4.083
Hausman 1.161 1.540 0.123 0.539 1.605
Sargan 0.857 1.208 0.068 0.376 1.203

This table presents simulation results for 1000 replications of the model with fixed effects where GX is observed
and the graph precision parameter λ is set to 1.
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Accordingly, more structure needs to be imposed on the errors ε.9

We propose a Bayesian inference procedure as it is computationally advantageous and more

flexible than its classical counterpart. The interested reader can consult the Appendix for the

presentation of the classical estimator. The classical estimator uses an Expectation Maximiza-

tion algorithm, similar in spirit to the one in Griffith (2018) and Hardy et al. (2019).

In order to clarify the exposition, we will focus on the network adjacency matrix A instead

of the interaction matrix G. Of course, this is without any loss of generality. Given parametric

assumptions on ε, one can write the log-likelihood of the outcome as:10

lnP(y|A,θ),

where θ = [α,β′,γ′]′ and y is given by: y = (I − αG)−1(Xβ + GXγ + ε). For example, if

ε ∼ N (0, σ2I), we get:

lnP(y|A,θ) = −n ln(σ)+ln |I−αG|− 1

σ2
[(I−αG)y−Xβ−GXγ]′[(I−αG)y−Xβ−GXγ]+cte

Then, if A was observed, one could simply obtain draws from the posterior distribution

of θ using standard Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) algorithms (see below). Since A is

not observed, we follow Tanner and Wong (1987) and Albert and Chib (1993), and use data

augmentation in order to evaluate the posterior distribution of θ. That is, instead of focusing

on the posterior p(θ|y,A,X), we focus on the posterior p(θ,A|y,X).

Indeed, it is possible to obtain draws from p(θ,A|y,X) using the following MCMC:

Algorithm 1. The MCMC goes as follows for t = 1, ..., T :

1. Draw A from P (A|y,θt−1).

2. Draw α∗ from the proposal qα(α∗|αt−1) and accept α∗ with probability:

min

{
1,
P(yt−1|At;βt−1,γt−1, α

∗)P (α∗)

P(yt−1|At;θt−1)P (αt−1)

}
.

3. Draw [β, γ, σ] from their conditional distribution.
9Lee (2004) presents a quasi maximum-likelihood estimator that does not require such a specific assumption

on the distribution of the error term. His estimator could be used alternatively. Also, as it will be clear, our
approach can be used for a large class of extremum estimators, following Chernozhukov and Hong (2003), and
in particular to GMM estimators as in Chandrasekhar and Lewis (2011).

10Note that under Assumption 2, the likelihood can be factorized across groups.
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Detailed distributions for steps 2 and 3 can be found in Appendix. Step 1 however involves

some additional complexities. Indeed, starting from a given network formation model (i.e.

P (A)), one has to be able to draw samples from the posterior distribution of A, given y. This

is not a trivial task.

The strategy used here is to rely on a Metropolis-Hastings algorithm, a strategy that has

also been used by the related literature on ERGMs models (e.g. Snijders (2002), Mele (2017)).

Algorithm 2. The algorithm goes as follows for t = 1, ..., T , starting from any A0.

1. Propose A∗ from the proposal distribution qA(A∗|At−1)

2. Accept A∗ with probability

min

{
1,
P(y|θt−1,A∗)P (A∗)

P(y|θt−1,At−1)P (At−1)

}
.

Algorithm 2 clearly exposes the role of the assumed distribution for the true network P (A).

Indeed, in Algorithm 2, P (A) is the prior distribution of A. Then, if the observation of y

provides enough information about the network structure A, errors of specification in P (A)

should have limited impacts on the estimated coefficients. We provide an example in Section

5.2.

An advantage of the Bayesian approach is that Algorithm 2 can be directly embedded in

Algorithm 1, leading to the following algorithm:

Algorithm 3. The MCMC goes as follows for t = 1, ..., T :

1. Propose A∗ from the proposal distribution qA(A∗|At−1) and accept A∗ with probability

min

{
1,
P(y|θt−1,A∗)P (A∗)

P(y|θt−1,At−1)P (At−1)

}

2. Draw α∗ from the proposal q(·|αt−1) and accept α∗ with probability

min

{
1,
P(yt−1|At;βt−1,γt−1, α

∗)P (α∗)

P(yt−1|At;θt−1)P (αt−1)

}
.

3. Draw [β, γ, σ] from their conditional distribution.

One issue however, is that there is no general rule for selecting the network proposal dis-

tribution qA(·, ·). A natural candidate is a Gibbs sampling algorithm on each link, i.e. change
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only one link ij at every step t, and propose aij according to its marginal distribution:

aij ∼ P (·|A−ij ,y) =
P(y|aij ,A−ij)P (aij |A−ij)

P(y|1,A−ij)P (aij = 1|A−ij) + P(y|0,A−ij)P (aij = 0|A−ij)
.

In that case, the proposal is always accepted.

It turns out that this approach works relatively well in contexts like ours where the population

is partitioned in small groups and when links are conditionally independent (i.e. P (aij |A−ij) =

P (aij)). However, it as been argued, in more general settings that Gibbs sampling could lead

to slow convergence (e.g. Snijders (2002), Chatterjee et al. (2013)), especially when the network

is sparse or exhibits a high level of clustering. For example, Mele (2017) and Bhamidi et al.

(2008) propose different blocking techniques which are meant to improve mixing time.

For the simulations and estimations presented in this paper, we use the Gibbs sampling

algorithm on each link, but researchers should try alternatives if it performs poorly in their par-

ticular contexts. We also discuss additional updating strategies in Appendix. Table 5 presents

the Monte Carlo simulations using Algorithms 3. As expected, the average of the means of the

posterior distributions are relatively centered on the parameters’ true values. Note however that

due to the computational burden of the MCMC, results are presented for a smaller number of

groups, and for only 200 simulations. Accordingly, Table 5 may exhibit small sample as well as

simulation biases.

Table 5: Simulation Results with Bayesian method.

Statistic Mean St. Dev. Pctl(25) Median Pctl(75)

N = 30, M = 50

Estimation Results

Intercept = 2 1.873 0.893 1.312 1.815 2.486
α = 0.4 0.398 0.025 0.383 0.398 0.414
β1 = 1 1.003 0.027 0.982 1.002 1.019
β2 = 1.5 1.500 0.019 1.489 1.501 1.512
γ1 = 5 5.011 0.167 4.909 5.009 5.117
γ2 = −3 −2.987 0.135 −3.084 −2.983 −2.887
σ2 = 1 1.018 0.113 0.946 1.016 1.089

This table presents simulation results for 200 replications of the model with unobserved exogenous effects esti-
mated by Bayesian method where the graph precision parameter λ is set to 1.
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5 Estimation of the Distribution of the True Network

Our main assumption (Assumption 1) is that the researcher has access to the true distribution

of the observed network, or that this distribution can be consistently estimated. In this section,

we discuss some important examples where it is indeed the case.

5.1 Network Formation Models

In this section, we assume that links are generated as follows:

P(aij = 1) ∝ exp{Q(θ,wij)}

where Q is some known function, wij is a vector of (not necessarily observed) characteristics for

the pair ij and θ is a vector of parameters to be estimated.

An important feature of such models is that their estimation only requires aggregated network

statistics. To understand the intuition, assume a simple logistic regression framework:

P(aij = 1) =
exp{xijθ}

1 + exp{xijθ}

where xij is a vector of observed characteristics of the pair ij. Here, note that s =
∑
ij

aijxij

is a vector of sufficient statistics. Then, in practice, this means that the estimation of θ only

requires the observation of such sufficient statistics.

In order to clarify this point, consider a simple example where individuals are only character-

ized by their gender and age. Specifically, assume that xij = [1,1{genderi = genderj}, |agei −

agej |]. Then, the set of sufficient statistics are resumed by (1) the number of links, (2) the

number of same-gender links, and (3) average age difference between linked individuals.

Note that those statistics are much easier (and cheaper) to obtain than the entire network

structure. However, they nonetheless allow to estimate the distribution of the true network.

Of course, in general, the simple logistic regression above might be unrealistically simple as

the probability of linking might depend on unobserved variables. McCormick and Zheng (2015)

and Breza et al. (2017) nonetheless show that the same intuition carries through. Specifically,

they assume that the network formation process is represented by:

P(aij = 1) ∝ exp{νi + νj + ζz′izj} (3)
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where νi, νj , ζ, zi and zj are not observed by the econometrician, but follow parametric dis-

tributions. Here, νi and νj represent i and j’s propensity to create links, irrespective of the

identity of the other individual involved (e.g. Graham (2017)). The other component, ζz′izj , is

meant to capture homophily on an abstract latent space (e.g. Hoff et al. (2002)).

Breza et al. (2017) show that it is possible to use Aggregate Relational Data (ARD) in order

to recover the values of the variables in (5), and therefore obtain an estimate of P(aij = 1). ARD

are obtained from surveys questions such as: “How many friends with trait X do you have?”.

We refer the interested reader to McCormick and Zheng (2015) and Breza et al. (2017) for a

formal discussion of the model. Here, we discuss the intuition using a simple analogy.

Suppose that individuals are located according to their geographical position on Earth.11

Suppose also that there are a fixed number of cities on Earth in which individuals can live.

The econometrician does not know the individuals’ location on Earth, nor does they know the

location of the cities. In model (5), zi represent i’s position earth.

Suppose that the researcher has data on ARD for a subset of the population. In the context

of our example, ARD data are count variables of the type: “How many of your friends live in

city A?”.12 Given (5) and parametric assumptions on the distribution of ν’ and z’s, the goal is

to uses ARD responses in order to infer the positions, and sizes, of the cities on Earth,13 as well

as the values for νi and zi.

To understand the intuition behind the identification of the model, consider the following

example. Suppose that individual i has many friends living in city A. Then, city A is likely

located close to i’s location. Similarly, if many individuals have many friends living in city A,

then city A is likely a large city. Finally, if i has many friends, from many cities, he likely has

a large νi.

As mentioned above, we refer the interested reader to McCormick and Zheng (2015) and

Breza et al. (2017) for a formal description of the method as well as formal identifications

conditions. Here, we provide Monte Carlo simulations for the estimators developed in Section

3, assuming that the true network follows (5). The details of the Monte Carlo simulations can

be found in Appendix.

We simulate 20 groups of 250 individuals each. Within each sub-population, we simulated

the ARD responses as well as a series of observable characteristics (e.g. cities). We then

estimate the model in (5) and computed the implied probabilities, P(aij = 1), which we used as
11or, on an (abstract) hyper-sphere of dimension p.
12The general approach works for any discrete characteristic.
13Cities are assumed to be distributed according to von Mises-Fisher distributions on Earth.
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the distribution of our true network. We estimate peer effects using the instrumental variable

strategy presented in Section 3. Results are presented in Tables 6, 7 and 8.

Results show that the method performs relatively well when Gy is observed, but less so

when Gy is not observed, or when we allow for group unobserved fixed effects. One issue with

this specific network formation model is that is is based on a single population setting (i.e. there

is only one Earth). In our setting, this means that the model has to be estimated separately for

each of the 20 groups. In order to keep the computing time reasonable, we also need to keep

each group of moderate size, which in turns implies that the network is imprecisely estimated.

There is no straightforward way to extend Breza et al. (2017) to a context where the popu-

lation is partitioned into groups (of possibly different sizes). The large sample properties of the

model are also not clear, which make the estimation using a single group problematic.

To be precise, Breza et al. (2017) (Section 4.1) present a large network analysis where they

present a Law of Large Number on the network’s summary statistics (both for many small net-

works and for a single large network). Specifically, they show that the average value of any given

summary statistic (among many simulated network) converges to the expected summary statis-

tic. Unfortunately, this does not imply that, as the number of individuals grows, the resulting

network allows to consistently estimate (1).14 Developing flexible network formation models,

which are estimable using few network statistics, is therefore a promising area of research.

5.2 Imperfectly Measured Networks

In this section, we assume that the econometrician has access to network data, but that the data

may contain errors. For example, Hardy et al. (2019) assume that some links are missing with

some probability, while others are falsely included with some other probability. Also, Griffith

(2019) explores the impact limiting the number of links individuals can report.

In order to show how our method can be used to address those issues, we consider a simple

example where we are interested in estimating peer effects on adolescents Body Mass Index

(BMI). We assume that we observe the network, but that some links are missing.

Following Boucher and Fortin (2015), we assume that the adolescents’ BMI, y, can be mod-

elled as:

y = XΨ + ρe,

where e is the adolescents’ level of effort. Assuming ρ < 0, this implies that, as effort increases,
14See for example Lee (2004) for a series of sufficient conditions.
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Table 6: Simulation Results with ARD: without contextual effects (1000 replications).

Statistic Mean St. Dev. Pctl(25) Median Pctl(75)

N = 250, M = 20 - Instrument: GcX - Gy is observed

Estimation Results

Intercept = 2 2.019 0.887 1.457 2.001 2.577
α = 0.4 0.399 0.048 0.369 0.399 0.430
β1 = 1 1.000 0.003 0.998 1.000 1.002
β2 = 1.5 1.500 0.006 1.496 1.500 1.504

Tests

F-test 145.954 62.816 103.046 136.694 178.665
Hausman 0.955 1.326 0.101 0.445 1.262
Sargan 1.019 1.421 0.104 0.476 1.342

N = 250, M = 20 - Instrument:
{

(Gc)
k

X, k = 1, 2
}

-Gy is observed

Estimation Results

Intercept = 2 2.021 0.414 1.752 2.013 2.271
α = 0.4 0.399 0.023 0.385 0.400 0.413
β1 = 1 1.000 0.003 0.998 1.000 1.002
β2 = 1.5 1.500 0.006 1.496 1.500 1.504

Tests

F-test 414.130 148.083 310.012 394.415 500.493
Hausman 1.031 1.390 0.103 0.515 1.428
Sargan 2.962 2.335 1.249 2.408 4.061

N = 250, M = 20 - Instrument: Gc′X - Gy is not observed

Estimation Results

Intercept = 2 1.554 1.210 0.794 1.643 2.318
α = 0.4 0.424 0.066 0.383 0.419 0.466
β1 = 1 1.000 0.003 0.998 1.000 1.003
β2 = 1.5 1.500 0.007 1.495 1.501 1.505

Tests

F-test 133.466 61.433 90.105 121.802 164.728
Hausman 30.007 14.210 19.270 28.350 38.516
Sargan 1.041 1.418 0.117 0.464 1.396

N = 250, M = 20 - Instrument:
{(

Gc′
)k

X, k = 1, 2

}
- Gy is not observed

Estimation Results

Intercept = 2 1.899 0.542 1.547 1.909 2.251
α = 0.4 0.405 0.030 0.387 0.405 0.424
β1 = 1 1.000 0.003 0.998 1.000 1.003
β2 = 1.5 1.500 0.007 1.495 1.501 1.505

Tests

F-test 407.004 145.905 305.263 388.167 490.199
Hausman 166.794 53.316 128.840 164.620 201.267
Sargan 3.324 2.674 1.296 2.662 4.631
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Table 7: Simulation Results with ARD: with contextual effects (1000 replications).

Statistic Mean St. Dev. Pctl(25) Median Pctl(75)

N = 250, M = 20 - Instrument: (Gc)2X - Gy is observed

Estimation Results

Intercept = 2 1.999 0.217 1.857 1.992 2.140
α = 0.4 0.400 0.006 0.396 0.400 0.404
β1 = 1 1.000 0.003 0.998 1.000 1.002
β2 = 1.5 1.500 0.006 1.496 1.500 1.504
γ1 = 5 5.001 0.020 4.987 5.002 5.015
γ2 = −3 -2.999 0.031 -3.021 -2.999 -2.978

Tests

F-test 5582.910 1687.239 4312.831 5455.144 6694.927
Hausman 1.061 1.500 0.107 0.496 1.343
Sargan 0.940 1.288 0.123 0.437 1.232

N = 250, M = 20 - Instrument: (Gc′)2X - Gy is not observed

Intercept = 2 -0.849 0.389 -1.114 -0.829 -0.593
α = 0.4 0.363 0.011 0.357 0.363 0.370
β1 = 1 1.005 0.003 1.002 1.005 1.007
β2 = 1.5 1.498 0.007 1.493 1.498 1.503
γ1 = 5 5.408 0.022 5.394 5.409 5.424
γ2 = −3 -2.502 0.044 -2.533 -2.500 -2.472
γ̂1 = 0 0.001 0.021 -0.013 0.001 0.014
γ̂2 = 0 -0.092 0.040 -0.118 -0.094 -0.064

Tests

F-test 3,867.077 1,093.165 3,037.776 3,855.692 4,588.458
Hausman 228.290 49.002 194.110 227.981 261.617
Sargan 26.953 13.515 17.184 25.380 34.583
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Table 8: Simulation Results with ARD and sub-population unobserved fixed effects (1000 repli-
cations).

Statistic Mean St. Dev. Pctl(25) Median Pctl(75)

N = 250, M = 20 - Instrument: J(Gc)2X - Gy is observed

Estimation Results

α = 0.4 0.403 0.070 0.363 0.402 0.445
β1 = 1 1.000 0.003 0.998 1.000 1.002
β2 = 1.5 1.500 0.006 1.496 1.500 1.504
γ1 = 5 4.996 0.085 4.944 4.998 5.051
γ2 = −3 -3.006 0.104 -3.070 -3.004 -2.942

Tests

F-test 105.121 36.971 78.435 99.494 128.505
Hausman 1.006 1.527 0.084 0.406 1.283
Sargan 1.011 1.435 0.098 0.459 1.363

N = 250, M = 20 - Instrument: J(Gc′)2X - Gy is not observed

Estimation Results

α = 0.4 0.403 0.099 0.338 0.399 0.462
β1 = 1 1.004 0.004 1.002 1.004 1.007
β2 = 1.5 1.501 0.007 1.496 1.501 1.506
γ1 = 5 5.403 0.027 5.385 5.404 5.422
γ2 = −3 -2.444 0.046 -2.476 -2.443 -2.412
γ̂1 = 0 0.000 0.023 -0.016 0.001 0.016
γ̂2 = 0 -0.032 0.041 -0.061 -0.034 -0.004

Tests

F-test 49.365 19.732 35.069 45.968 60.605
Hausman 19.681 11.132 11.528 17.805 25.476
Sargan 2.720 3.355 0.349 1.492 3.815
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BMI decreases. We also assume that the adolescents’ preferences are given by:

ui(e,y) = (β0 + xiβ + εi)yi −
e2i
2

+ αeigie

Then, individuals enjoy/suffer an heterogeneous payoff from their BMI and suffer a quadratic

cost of exerting effort. Remark also that the cost of effort is reduced when the average effort of

an adolescent’s peers increases.

Maximizing the adolescents’ utility functions, we easily get:

y = θ0 + Xθ + αGy − αGXΨ + η, (4)

where θ0 = ρ2β0, θ = (Ψ + ρ2β) and η = ρ2ε.

In order to estimate this model, we use the AddHealth database. Specifically, we focus on a

subset of 10 schools which have been entirely sampled. Table 9 displays the summary statistics.

Table 9: Summary Statistics

Statistic Mean St. Dev. Pctl(25) Pctl(75)

Female 0.530 0.499 0 1
Hisp. 0.038 0.191 0 0
White 0.852 0.356 1 1
Black 0.137 0.344 0 0
Asian 0.020 0.139 0 0
M. Educ. 5.766 2.268 4 8
F. Educ. 5.956 2.503 4 8
Age 14.876 1.755 13.375 16.333
BMI 21.939 4.366 18.879 24.300

Most of the papers estimating peer effects using this particular database have taken the

network structure as given. One notable exception is Griffith (2019), looking at the issue of top

coding.15 Indeed, even if the schools are entirely sampled, we are still missing potentially many

links. To understand why, we discuss the organization of the data.

Each adolescent is assigned to a unique identifier. The data includes ten variables for the ten

potential friendships (maximum of 5 males and 5 females friends). Those variables can contain

missing values (no friendship was reported), an error code (the named friend could not be found

in the database) or an identifier for the reported friends. This data is then used in order to
15Although we are not exploring this issue here, our method can also be applied to analyse the impact of top

coding.
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generate the network’s adjacency matrix A.

Of course, error codes cannot be matched to any particular adolescent, but also, even in the

case where the friendship variable refer to a valid identifier, the referred adolescent may still be

absent from the database. A prime example is when the referred adolescent has been removed

from the database by the researcher, perhaps due to other missing variables for those particular

individuals.

Those missing links are quantitatively important. Figure 4 displays the distribution of the

number of “unmatched named friends”.
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Figure 4: Frequencies of the number of missing links per adolescent.

Given that we observe the number of missing links for each individuals, we can use the

general estimator proposed in Section 4 in order to estimate (4). For this, however, we need one

additional assumption.

Let ns be the size of school s, ni be the number of observed (matched) friends i has, and ňi

be the number of missing (unmatched) friends i has. We make the following assumption on the
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network formation process:

P(aij = 1) = 1 if the link is observed in the data

P(aij = 1) =
ňi

ns − 1− ni
otherwise

In large schools, this is equivalent to assuming that missing friendships are drawn at random

among the remaining adolescents. However, in small schools, this approach disregards the

dependence between links.

To understand why we cannot directly assume that the ňi missing links are randomly assigned

to the adolescents with whom i is not friend, consider the following simple example. Suppose

that there are only three adolescents, i, j, and k, and that i has no matched (observed) friend,

but that we know that they have one friend (i.e. ňi = 1). This friend can either be j or

k. Selecting friendship relations at random therefore implies that aij and aik are perfectly

(negatively) correlated. This will lead most Metropolis-Hastings algorithms to fail. In particular,

this is the case of the Gibbs sampling procedure.16

Assuming P(aij = 1) =
ňi

ns − 1− ni
for unobserved links allows to circumvent this issue.

Moreover, since this assumption only affects the prior distribution, it might not have important

consequences on the posterior distribution. This is indeed what we find. Table 10 presents the

estimation results when the network is reconstructed using P(aij = 1) =
ňi

ns − 1− ni
, while

Table 11 presents the estimation result assuming that the observed network is the true network.

We see that the results are quite similar. (See also Tables 13 and 14 of the Appendix.)

This might seem surprising since we observe only 1019 of the 2770 links we know exist.17

However, those deterministic links, together with the correlation structure imposed by the model

(i.e. the likelihood function), provides enough information so that the prior assumption on

P(aij = 1) have little impact on the estimation.

6 Discussion

In this paper, we proposed two types of estimators that allow to estimate peer effects given

that the researcher only has access to the distribution of the true network. In doing so, we

abstracted from many important considerations. In this section, we discuss some limits, some
16This issue could be solved by updating an entire line of A at each step of the algorithm. However, this proves

to be computationally intensive for networks of moderate sizes.
17The links we know exist are given by ni + ňi, for all i.
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Table 10: Posterior distribution - Reconstructed network

Statistic Mean St. Dev. Pctl(25) Pctl(75)

α 0.296*** 0.076 0.238 0.352
θ0 14.451*** 2.272 12.921 16.002
ρ2β1 (Female) −1.943 3.311 −3.892 0.166
ρ2β2 (Hisp.) 1.390 10.818 −5.560 7.469
ρ2β3 (White) −13.952 10.907 −20.623 −6.986
ρ2β4 (Black) −11.885 10.655 −18.336 −5.281
ρ2β5 (Asian) 43.234 36.646 13.424 69.119
ρ2β6 (M. Educ.) 0.620 0.730 0.150 1.057
ρ2β7 (F. Educ.) −1.250** 0.744 −1.665 −0.748
ρ2β8 (Age) 0.239 0.650 −0.172 0.617
Ψ1 (Female) 1.485 3.377 −0.652 3.488
Ψ2 (Hisp.) −1.571 10.905 −7.720 5.414
Ψ3 (White) 13.125 10.853 6.247 19.695
Ψ4 (Black) 11.213 10.808 4.585 17.836
Ψ5 (Asian) −43.217 36.629 −69.035 −13.291
Ψ6 (M. Educ.) −0.615 0.730 −1.053 −0.144
Ψ7 (F. Educ.) 1.126* 0.746 0.627 1.539
Ψ8 (Age) 0.380 0.710 −0.037 0.833

N = 607, Observed links = 1019, Missing links = 1751
significant code: *** = 1%, ** = 5%, * = 10%

Table 11: Posterior distribution - Observed network

Statistic Mean St. Dev. Pctl(25) Pctl(75)

α 0.252*** 0.050 0.218 0.284
θ0 14.182*** 2.156 12.737 15.629
ρ2β1 (Female) −1.049 2.361 −2.505 0.451
Xρ2β2 (Hisp.) −6.032 6.544 −10.005 −1.824
ρ2β3 (White) −11.746 7.787 −16.639 −6.623
ρ2β4 (Black) −9.862 7.668 −14.618 −4.961
ρ2β5 (Asian) −4.600 22.643 −19.027 9.447
ρ2β6 (M. Educ.) 0.158 0.560 −0.207 0.518
ρ2β7 (F. Educ.) −1.295*** 0.565 −1.625 −0.910
ρ2β8 (Age) 0.463 0.497 0.133 0.753
Ψ1 (Female) 0.478 2.446 −1.091 1.998
Ψ2 (Hisp.) 6.115 6.678 1.848 10.191
Ψ3 (White) 11.358 7.816 6.224 16.190
Ψ4 (Black) 10.048 7.832 5.009 14.961
Ψ5 (Asian) 4.665 22.596 −9.508 18.974
Ψ6 (M. Educ.) −0.187 0.556 −0.538 0.179
Ψ7 (F. Educ.) 1.178** 0.566 0.794 1.508
Ψ8 (Age) 0.136 0.546 −0.188 0.507

N = 607, Observed links = 1019, Missing links = 1751
significant code: *** = 1%, ** = 5%, * = 10%
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area for future research as well as some general implications of our results.

Endogenous networks: In this paper, we implicitly assumed away any endogeneity of the

network structure. This is a strong assumption and the recent literature on peer effects shows

that unobserved variables, correlated with both A and y, may bias the estimates. (e.g. Hsieh

and Van Kippersluis (2018))

Our ability to accommodate such unobserved variables depends on the flexibility of the net-

work formation model used. Indeed some models allow to obtain estimates of the unobserved

heterogeneity (e.g. Breza et al. (2017) or Graham (2017)). One could therefore use the estimated

value of the unobserved parameters and add them as explanatory variables for y and hopefully

control for the endogeneity of the network. For Breza et al. (2017) for example, the individ-

uals’ latent positions zi and degree heterogeneity parameters νi could be added as additional

explanatory variables.

However, this is not completely satisfying since it assumes that the network formation is con-

sistently estimated, independently of the peer effect model. The Bayesian estimator presented

in Section 4 allows for more flexibility. Indeed, one could expand algorithm 3 and perform the

estimation of the network formation model jointly with the model of peer effect, as it has been

done for instance by (Goldsmith-Pinkham and Imbens (2013), Hsieh and Van Kippersluis (2018)

or Hsieh et al. (2019)) in a context where the network is observed. In this case, the distribution

of the network, which is the prior of the Bayesian estimator would essentially be a hierarchical

prior, defined as a function of the data. We sketch the resulting MCMC algorithm in Appendix.

The exploration of such integrated estimators however goes beyond the scope of the current

paper and is left for future research.

Survey design: As discussed in Section 3, instrumental variable estimators are only valid if

the researcher observes GX. Also, Breza et al. (2017) propose to use ARD in order to estimate

their network formation model. Although ARD responses and GX are similar, they are not

equivalent. Consider a binary variable (e.g. gender). Then, one can obtain GX by asking

questions such as “What fraction of your friends are female?” For ARD, the question would be

“How many of your friends are female?” This suggests asking two questions. One related to the

number of female friends, and one related to the number of friends.18

For continuous variables (e.g. age), this creates additional issues. One can obtain GX by

asking for the average age of one’s friends, but ARD questions have to be discrete: “How many
18Breza et al. (2017) does not require information on the number of friends, although this significantly helps

the estimation.
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of your friends are in the same age group as you?” Then, in practice, an approach could be to

ask individuals about the number of friends they have, as well as the number of friends they

have from many age groups: “How many of your friends are between X and Y years old?” Using

this strategy allows to construct both the ARD and GX.

Large populations and partial sampling: As discussed, most of our results hold without

Assumption 2. However, in large populations (e.g. cities, countries...), assuming that the

individuals exogenous characteristics X are observed for the entire population is unrealistic

(that is, except for census data). This implies that strategies such as the one presented in

Section 4 would also be unfeasible, irrespective of the network formation model.

One would therefore have to rely on an instrumental strategy such as the one presented in

Section 3. As discussed, the fundamental challenge is to define a network formation model that

allows for the construction of a good proxy for G2X:

(G2X)i =
∑
j

gij
∑
k

gjkxk =
∑
j

gijgjX

If the entire population is observed, then G2X can be constructed as described in Section 3.

However, when only a sample of the population is observed, one needs to ensure that the

generated network for the sample allows to construct a good proxy for G2X. This suggests

that network formation model that feature network externalities (such as ERGMs) will perform

poorly.19

Next steps: In this paper, we proposed two estimators, and two application, where peer effects

are estimated without having knowledge of the entire network structure. We found that, perhaps

surprisingly, even very partial information on the network structure is sufficient. However, that

are still many important challenges, in particular with respect to study of compatible models of

network formation.

19Indeed, for such models, the probability of a link does not only depend on the individuals’ exogenous (observed
or not) characteristics, but on their position in the network.
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7 Appendix

7.1 General Estimator (Classical Version)

If A was observed, the objective would be to maximize the log-likelihood of the model with

respect to θ:

P(y|A,X;θ)

Since A is unobserved, we propose to treat it as a latent variable. We therefore look for the

value of θ which maximizes:

P(y|X;θ) =
∑
A

P(y|A,X;θ)P (A)

Since the number potential network structures is huge, evaluating this expectation is unfeasi-

ble.20 We therefore propose to maximize P(y|X;θ) using an Expectation Maximization algo-

rithm. The algorithm goes as follows:

Algorithm 4. Starting with some θ0, for t = 0, ..., T ,

1. Compute Qt(θ) =
∑
A

P(y|A,X;θ)P (A|y,θt)

2. Set θt+1 = arg maxQt(θ)

Note that the expectation in step 1, the integral is computed with respect to the conditional

distribution of A. Even if we know the unconditional distribution P (A) analytically, it does

not imply that P (A|y) can be easily computed. We therefore use Algorithm 2.

The Expectation Maximization algorithm can be written as follows:

Algorithm 5. Initialize θ0, and for t = 0, ..., T , do the following:

1. Use Algorithm 2 in order to obtain the draws (A1, ...,AR) from P (A|y,θt).

2. Evaluate

Qt(θ) ≈
R∑
r=1

P(y|Ar,X;θt)

3. Set θt+1 = arg maxQt(θ)

We present numerical simulations in Table 12. Note that the number of simulations is smaller

(e.g. 300) since the method is much more computationally intensive. Also, one drawback of
20For a population of only 5 individuals, the number of network structures is 220.
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this estimator is that one has to ensure that the Metropolis-Hastings algorithm in Step 1 of

Algorithm 5 actually converges, which requires a very large number of simulations.

Table 12: Simulation Results with EM algotithm.

Statistic Mean St. Dev. Pctl(25) Median Pctl(75)

N = 30, M = 50

Estimation Results

Intercept = 2 1.752 0.705 1.252 1.769 2.238
α = 0.4 0.401 0.023 0.388 0.401 0.417
β1 = 1 1.000 0.032 0.977 0.999 1.022
β2 = 1.5 1.501 0.020 1.487 1.500 1.517
γ1 = 5 4.995 0.155 4.883 4.984 5.101
γ2 = −3 −2.963 0.103 −3.026 −2.965 −2.898
σ2 = 1 1.026 0.075 0.976 1.025 1.077

This table presents simulation results for 200 replications of the model with unobserved exogenous effects esti-
mated by EM algorithm where the graph precision parameter λ is set to 1.

7.2 ARD simulations setting

This section gives details about ARD simulation and the model estimation using MCMCmethod.

We simulate the network for a population of 5000 individuals divided into m = 20 groups of

n = 250 individuals. Within each group, the probability of a link is:

P(aij = 1) ∝ exp{νi + νj + ζz′izj} (5)

Since there is no connection between the groups, the networks are simulated and estimated

independently. We first present how we simulate the data following the model (5).

7.2.1 ARD simulation

The parameters are defined as follow: ζ = 1.5, νi ∼ N (−1.25, 0.37) and zi uniformly distributed

according to von Mises - Fisher distribution. We use a hypersphere of dimension 3. We set the

same values for the parameter for the 20 groups. We generate the probabilities of links in each

network following Breza et al. (2017).

P(aij = 1|νi, νj , ζ, zi, zj) =
exp{νi + νj + ζz′izj}

∑N
i=1 di∑

ij exp{νi + νj + ζz′izj}
(6)
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where di is the degree defined by di ≈
Cp(0)

Cp(ζ)
exp (νi)

N∑
i=1

exp(νi), the function Cp(.) is the

normalisation constant in von Mises - Fisher distribution density function. After computing

the probability of a link for any pair in the population, we sample the entries of the adjacency

matrix using a Bernoulli distribution with probability (6).

To generate the ARD, we need the “traits” (e.g. cities) for each individual. We set K = 12

traits on the hypersphere. Their location vk is uniformly distributed according to the von

Mises - Fisher distribution. The individuals having the trait k are assumed to be generated

by a von Mises Fisher distribution with the location parameter vk and the intensity parameter

ηk ∼ |N (4, 1)|, k = 1, . . . , 12.

We attribute traits to individuals, given their spherical coordinates. We first define Nk, the

number of individuals having the trait k.

Nk =

⌊
rk

∑N
i=1 fM(zi|vk, ηk)

maxi fM(zi|vk, ηk)

⌋

where bxc stands for the greatest integer less than or equal to x, rk a random number uniformly

distributed over (0.8; 0.95) and fM(zi|vk, ηk) the von Mises Fisher distribution density function

evaluated at zi with the location parameter vk and the intensity parameter ηk.

The intuition behind this definition for Nk is that when many zi are close to vk, many

individuals should have the trait k.

We can finally attribute trait k to individual i by sampling a Bernoulli distribution with the

probability fik given by

fik = Nk
fM(zi|vk, ηk)∑N
i=1 fM(zi|vk, ηk)

The probability of having a trait depends on the proximity of the individuals to the trait’s

location on the hypersphere.

Once the traits for each individual and the network are generated, we can build ARD.

7.2.2 Model estimation

In practice, we only have the ARD and the traits for each individual. McCormick and Zheng

(2015) propose a MCMC approach to infer the parameters in model (5).

However, the spherical coordinates and the degrees in this model are not identified. The

authors solve this issue by fixing some vk and use the fixed positions to rotate the latent surface

back to a common orientation at each iteration of the MCMC using a Procrustes transformation.
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In addition, the total size of a subset the bk are constrained in the MCMC.

As discussed by McCormick and Zheng (2015), the numbers of vk and bk to set fixed depends

on the dimension of hypersphere. In our simulations, v1, v2, . . . , v5 are set fixed to rotate back

the latent space. When simulating the data, we let v1 = (1, 0, 0), v2 = (0, 1, 0) and v3 = (0, 0, 1).

This ensures that the fixed positions on the hypersphere are spaced as suggested by the authors

in order to use as much of the space as possible, maximizing the distance between the estimated

positions. We also constrain b3 to its true value. Results do not change when we constrain a

larger set of bk

Following Breza et al. (2017) we estimate the links probabilities using the parameters’ pos-

terior distributions. The gregariousness parameters are computed from the degrees di and the

parameter ζ using the following equation.

νi = log(di)− log
( N∑
i=1

di

)
+

1

2
log
(Cp(ζ)

Cp(0)

)

7.3 Network sampling

This section explains how we sample the network in Algorithm 3 using Gibbs sampling. As

discussed above, a natural solution is to update only one entry of the adjacency matrix at

every step t of the MCMC. The entry (i, j) is updated according to its conditional posterior

distribution.

aij ∼ P (·|A−ij ,y) =
P(y|aij ,A−ij)P (aij |A−ij)

P(y|1,A−ij)P (aij = 1|A−ij) + P(y|0,A−ij)P (aij = 0|A−ij)
.

However, for each entry, we need to compute P(y|0,A−ij) and P(y|1,A−ij), that is the like-

lihood replacing aij by 1 and by 0. The likelihood computation requires the determinant of

(I − αG), which has complexity O(n3), where n is the dimension of G. This implies that we

need to compute 2n(n − 1) times det(I − αG) to update the adjacency matrix at each step of

the MCMC. This process can computationally more intensive if blocks of entries were simulta-

neously updated (as a way to accelerate the convergence of the Gibbs). For example if 3 entries

are updated simultaneously, we need to compute about
8n(n− 1)

3
times det(I− αG).

Due to this computational cost, we use an alternative method. Let M = (I − αG), we can

write:

det(M) =

n∑
j=1

(−1)i+jmijδij (7)
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where is denotes any row of M and δij the minor21 associated to the entry (i, j). The minors of

the row i do not depend on the values of entries in the row i. Thus, to update any block from

on the row i we compute the n minors associated to i and use this minor along the row. We can

then update many entries simultaneously without increasing the number of times we compute

det(M).

One possibility is to simultaneously update many links by randomly choosing the number

of entries to consider and their position on the row. As suggested by Chib and Ramamurthy

(2010), this method would help the Gibbs to converge more quickly. We can summarize how we

update the row i as follow.

(a) Compute the n minors δi1, . . . , δin .

(b) Let ΩG be the entries to update on the row i and nG = |ΩG| the number of entries in ΩG.

(b.1) Choose r, the size of the block to update as a random integer number such that

1 ≤ r ≤ nG. In practice, we choose r ≤ min(5, nG) since the number of possibilities

of links to consider grow exponentially with r.

(b.2) Choose the r random entries from ΩG. These entries define the block to update.

(b.3) Compute the posterior probabilities of all possibilities of links inside the block and

update the block (there are 2r possibilities). Use the minors calculated at (a) and

the formula (7) to quickly compute det(M).

(b.4) Remove the r drawn positions from ΩG and let nG = nG − r. Replicate (b.1), (b.2)

and (b.3) until nG = 0.

7.4 Posterior distributions of general estimator parameters

To compute the posterior distributions, we set prior distributions on α̃, Λ and σ2, where α̃ =

log(
α

1− α
) and Λ = [β,γ]. In Algorithm 3, we therefore sample α̃ and compute α such that

α =
exp(α̃)

1 + exp(α̃)
. Using this functional form for computing α ensures that α ∈ (0, 1). The prior

distributions are set as follow.

α̃ ∼ N (µα̃, σ
2
α̃)

Λ|σ2 ∼ N (µΛ, σ
2ΣΛ)

σ2 ∼ IG(
a

2
,
b

2
)

21The determinant of the sub-matrix of M by removing the row i and the column j.
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For the simulations and estimations in this paper, we set µα̃ = −1, σ−2α̃ = 2, µΛ = 0, ΣΛ
−1 =

1

100
IK , a = 4 and b = 4, where IK is the identity matrix of dimension K and K = dim(Λ).

Following the algorithm 3, α is updated at each iteration t of the MCMC by drawing α̃∗ from the

proposal N (α̃t−1, ξt), where the jumping scale ξt is also updated at each t following Atchadé and

Rosenthal (2005) for an acceptance rate of a∗ targeted at 0.44. As the proposal is symmetrical,

α∗ =
exp(α̃∗)

1 + exp(α̃∗)
is accepted with the probability

min

{
1,
P(y|At,Λt−1, α

∗)P (α̃∗)

P(y|At,θt−1)P (α̃t)

}
.

The parameters Λt = [βt, γt] and σ
2
t are drawn from their posterior conditional distributions

given as follow:

Λt|y,At, αt, σ
2
t−1 ∼ N (µ̂Λt

, σ2
t−1Σ̂Λt)

σ2
t |y,At,θt ∼ IG

(
ât
2
,
b̂t
2

)

where,

Σ̂
−1
Λt

= V′tVt + Σ−1Λ

µ̂Λt
= Σ̂Λt

(
V′t(y − αtGty) + Σ−1Λ µΛ

)
ât = a+N

b̂t = b+ (Λt − µΛ)′Σ−1Λ (Λt − µΛ) + (y − αtGty −VtΛt)
′(y − αtGty −VtΛt)

Vt = [1, X, GtX]

7.5 Endogenous Network

Let P (A, s(G),κ, z) be the network formation model, where s(G) is a vector of observed network

summary statistics, κ are unknown parameters and z is an unknown latent variable with assumed

distribution p(z|µ), where µ is also unknown (Hsieh and Van Kippersluis, 2018). Assume also

that the peer effect model is given by:

y = Xβ + z + αGy + GXγ + ε (8)

Algorithm 6. The MCMC goes as follows for t = 1, ..., T :
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1. Perform Algorithm 3, conditional on z, κ

2. Update z using a Metropolis-Hasting step

3. Update µ using a Metropolis-Hasting step

4. Update κ (conditional on z) using MCMC adapted to the network formation model.

Table 13: Posterior distribution - Reconstructed network

Statistic Mean St. Dev. Pctl(25) Pctl(75)

α 0.296*** 0.076 0.238 0.352
θ0 14.451*** 2.272 12.921 16.002
θ1 (Female) −0.458 0.352 −0.697 −0.222
θ2 (Hisp.) −0.182 0.912 −0.783 0.425
θ3 (White) −0.827 1.15 −1.602 −0.035
θ4 (Black) −0.672 1.31 −1.549 0.201
θ5 (Asian) 0.016 1.235 −0.809 0.838
θ6 (M. Educ.) 0.005 0.09 −0.056 0.066
θ7 (F. Educ.) −0.125 0.08 −0.179 −0.072
θ8 (Age) 0.619*** 0.121 0.538 0.702
αΨ1 (Female) −0.398 0.89 −1.003 0.191
αΨ2 (Hisp.) 0.351 2.893 −1.621 2.221
αΨ3 (White) −3.743 2.883 −5.706 −1.813
αΨ4 (Black) −3.233 2.919 −5.196 −1.312
αΨ5 (Asian) 11.471 9.002 4.115 18.601
αΨ6 (M. Educ.) 0.17 0.19 0.043 0.3
αΨ7 (F. Educ.) −0.308* 0.177 −0.428 −0.189
αΨ8 (Age) −0.126 0.200 −0.258 0.01

N = 607, Observed links = 1019, Missing links = 1751
significant code: *** = 1%, ** = 5%, * = 10%
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Table 14: Posterior distribution - Observed network

Statistic Mean St. Dev. Pctl(25) Pctl(75)

α 0.252*** 0.050 0.218 0.284
θ0 14.182 2.156 12.737 15.629
θ1 (Female) −0.571 0.356 −0.809 −0.332
θ2 (Hisp.) 0.082 0.920 −0.528 0.692
θ3 (White) −0.388 1.094 −1.118 0.338
θ4 (Black) 0.186 1.200 −0.627 1.006
θ5 (Asian) 0.065 1.216 −0.747 0.882
θ6 (M. Educ.) −0.029 0.087 −0.088 0.030
θ7 (F. Educ.) −0.117 0.078 −0.170 −0.065
θ8 (Age) 0.598*** 0.117 0.520 0.678
αΨ1 (Female) −0.112 0.575 −0.495 0.273
αΨ2 (Hisp.) −1.492 1.555 −2.531 −0.460
αΨ3 (White) −2.789 1.825 −4.041 −1.548
αΨ4 (Black) −2.497 1.873 −3.758 −1.239
αΨ5 (Asian) −1.202 5.325 −4.774 2.364
αΨ6 (M. Educ.) 0.044 0.131 −0.045 0.133
αΨ7 (F. Educ.) −0.283** 0.117 −0.362 −0.204
αΨ8 (Age) −0.044 0.131 −0.133 0.044

N = 607, Observed links = 1019, Missing links = 1751
significant code: *** = 1%, ** = 5%, * = 10%
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